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Abstract
Word embeddings aims to map sense of
the words into a lower dimensional vector
space in order to reason over them. Train-
ing embeddings on domain specific data
helps express concepts more relevant to
their use case but comes at a cost of accu-
racy when data is less. Our effort is to min-
imise this by infusing syntactic knowledge
into the embeddings. We propose a graph
based embedding algorithm inspired from
node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016).
Experimental results have shown that our
algorithm improves the syntactic strength
and gives robust performance on meagre
data.
1 Introduction
Word embeddings are a set of continuous values
vectors which are meant to embed the meaning of
each word. These embeddings can then be used
to perform semantic reasoning. The idea being
words having same meaning are embedded closely
in the vector space. It was first proposed by Ben-
gio et al. but gained world wide acceptance with
Mikolov et al. seminal paper on word embeddings
called Word2Vec. We take the Word2Vec model as
starting point and address the shortcoming of their
neighborhood sampling mechanism. Their neigh-
borhood sampling mechanism ignores the word
order which results in loss of some essential syn-
tactic information.
Recently some attempts have been made in this
direction such as PENN (Trask et al., 2015) where
the word embedding is partitioned and each of the
partition is trained separately making them learn
different senses of the same word. The partition
is based on each word’s relative position proba-
bility to the focus term. Their word sampling is
directional in nature. On a similar line another
algorithm was proposed by (Ling et al., 2015)
where they propose a structured skip-gram model.
Here they do not provide any experiments with
smaller size of data. Since we are working to-
wards providing quality embeddings on small data
we need to make sure that there is minimum loss
of information. Therefore we explored the space
of graph based algorithms because they tend to
preserve structural properties when transforming
graph into vector space (Cai et al., 2018). Recent
work in graph based embeddings for text is based
on co-occurrences of words, if the co-occurrence
is higher then the strength of connection link be-
tween nodes(words) is higher in the graph. We are
concatenating multiple dependency parse trees to
create our graph instead. This ensures that a lot of
rich information about syntax is not lost.
We propose syntree2vec, a graph embedding al-
gorithm where we try to preserve the word or-
der during sampling. The dataset chosen is the
wikipedia articles archive 2008 (Schnabel et al.,
2015). We are using the syntaxnet model (Alberti
et al., 2017) for dependency parsing. syntree2vec
generates word embeddings by optimizing a graph
based objective function that maximizes the prob-
ability of preserving a network neighborhood. We
use a semi-guided second order random walk pro-
cedure to sample network neighborhood of nodes.
Our method modifies the node2vec graph algo-
rithm’s flexible neighborhood objective to be spe-
cialized to work for creating word embeddings.
The novelty of our work is 2 fold -
1. The algorithm tends to preserve the word or-
der during sampling
2. The algorithm helps produce word embed-
dings that performs well on sequence gener-
ation task on less data.
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The success of a word embedding for a special-
ized task depends on how much of external infor-
mation that has been encoded in it can be recov-
ered from it (Jastrzebski et al., 2017). In practice
much of the pre-trained embeddings provide only
little benefit under various settings (Zhang et al.,
2015) and so the embeddings should also be eval-
uated for variying data sizes given the rise of small
data applications. Therefore we need to take into
account the data efficiency of word embeddings
also. To summarise our experiments will be based
on the following 2 questions -
1. How much syntactic hierarchy can we re-
cover - this would suggest how much infor-
mation loss occurred during the feature selec-
tion phase?
2. How does the performance vary with varying
input size of data?
For framing an experiment for question 1 we need
to adapt to a transfer learning view of the process.
It is a well known fact that Natural Language prob-
lems are very sensitive to problem domains, there-
fore, to transfer the knowledge of syntactic hier-
archy we need to choose a simple supervised task
which would benefit from this word embedding’s
specialty. For this task we have chosen word gen-
eration. In this task we try to predict the next word
given the current sequence. The setting will have
one word fed to a recurrent neural network and it
will try to generate a sentence. The intuition be-
ing that if the knowledge of syntactic hierarchy
is present, we would then get more syntactically
relevant words generated. We would evaluate its
performance and report the results on varying data
sizes.
2 Related Work
There are 3 models which play a major role in in-
spiring this algorithm. Namely -
2.1 Word2Vec
It is a neural prediction model for representing
continuous representation of words in low dimen-
sional space. It is one of the most popular word
embeddings available. It tries to maximise the
likelihood of target word given history. The au-
thor of this model proposed architectures where
the same objective is maximised in the other way
around also i.e (skip-gram and CBOW model).
Our algorithm improves upon their sampling pro-
cedure trading off some training time for better ac-
curacy on the supervised task. The next model sets
the horizon for outlining our research inspiration.
2.2 DEPS
DEPS(Levy and Goldberg, 2014) tries to preserve
the word order during the sampling by introducing
words that are dependent to each other in a sen-
tence to be part of a common neighborhood. For
this he modified the skip gram model to incorpo-
rate variable length contexts. Dependency pars-
ing was done using the Stanford Parser (Goldberg
and Nivre, 2012). What we need here is a strat-
egy that does the above job along with keeping a
global view rather than being restricted sentence-
wise which is the idea of the next model to be in-
troduced. The next model showed such properties.
2.3 Node2Vec
Node2Vec is a graph embedding algorithm that
works well over homogeneous networks. The ad-
vantage of using this algorithm is its flexible ob-
jective which gives a good balance of trade off be-
tween homophily and structure equivalence. This
is a huge plus over DEPS, which has a more lo-
cal neighborhood sampling criteria. The sampling
strategy encourages them to be nearer together.
This algorithm is the basis of our sampling strat-
egy. What we would also like to incorporate is a
small bias towards sampling the next words based
on how much do their tags occur together in order
to make use of the syntactic information present in
the graph. For example in the following sentences
-
1. Ram(NOUN) works(ROOT) at apple
2. Sheela(NOUN) sleeps(ROOT)
in the bedroom
the NOUN and ROOT tags co-occur together of-
ten. Therefore during our sampling procedure
if we encounter a noun as the focus word then
the probability of taking a ROOT as the neigh-
bor should be higher. This tag frequency count is
maintained in what we would introduce in future
subsection - the tag-transition matrix. Our algo-
rithm exploits the richness of information in syn-
tax trees and also incorporates the structural equiv-
alence criteria in our algorithm.
3 Algorithmic Framework
We first introduce you to the general framework of
a present day word-embedding model. We take the
skip-gram objective as reference. Our aim is to get
a vector representation of each word in the corpus
into an n-dimensional vector space. Given a se-
quence of training words w1, w2, w3, .., wN The
objective is to try to maximise the average log
probability-
1/N
N∑
n=1−c≤j≤c,j 6=0
∑
log(p(wn+j |wn)) (1)
where p(wt+j |wt) is the probability of seeing the
next word given the previous word and c is the
training context. The weights of the neural net-
work trained on this objective are then used as
the corresponding word embedding for the input
words used during its training.
We try to address the task of creating embed-
dings using an alternate approach of graph embed-
dings. A graph embedding model tries to represent
each node of a graph as a n-dimensional vector in
a vector space. So our first task is to work out an
efficient method to represent text in the form of a
graph. If each word is a node then we are perform-
ing the task as a standard word embedding model.
The graph creation algorithm is highlighted below.
3.1 Graph creation
The input comprises of a list of sentences. We
feed each input sentence to syntaxnet depen-
dency parser to get a parse tree. We concate-
nate the parse trees of all sentences on common
nodes. Along with this we keep track of the
relative tag co-occurrence with the help of the
tag-transition/adjacency matrix. We illustrate the
graph concatenation procedure with a small exam-
ple given below. Consider the 2 example sentences
-
1. The old man kicked the bucket
2. Ronaldo kicked the ball
Their individual parse trees are shown in Figure 1.
The resultant concatenated graph a.k.a giant graph
is shown in Figure 2
On the graph obtained from the above proce-
dure we try perform a semi-supervised random
walk whose objective is given below.
3.2 Objective
The objective that we are trying to optimize is
same as the one given in node2vec presented in the
Figure 1: Individual parse trees of the 2 example
sentences
Figure 2: Resultant concatenated graph
equation below. It tries to maximize the log prob-
ability of seeing the network neighborhood N of
node u given its feature vector f(u) and sampling
strategy s.
maxf
∑
uV
logPr(Ns(u)|f(u)) (2)
The notion of neighborhood Ns(u) in skip-gram
was defined using the sliding-window. We select
the neighbors of the node u by performing a biased
2nd order random walk.
3.3 RandomWalks
Random walk here refers to the event where we
traverse through the nodes of a graph in a se-
quential random order. (Avin and Krishnamachari,
2008). Let ck be the kth node in the walk. With
the starting node as u. The probability of visiting
this node ck from the previous node ck−1 is math-
ematically given as -
P (ck, ck−1) =
{
pivz
Z if(v, x) ∈ E
0 otherwise
(3)
where pivz is the unnormalized transition probabil-
ity between the nodes v,x and Z is the normalizing
constant. The unnormalized transition probabili-
ties also includes the addition of tag frequencies
introduced by the tag transition matrix. The value
of pivz calculated using the search bias.
3.4 Search bias α
Here the search bias is modified using the tag tran-
sition matrix such that the random walk is encour-
aged to move towards next neighbor based on the
discrete normalized probability values for each of
its focus word - neighbor corresponding tag fre-
quency present in the matrix. This method in a
way inhibits the movement of random walk from
leaf nodes since there are less nodes connected to
it, that lie at the end of parse trees, the tag tran-
sition matrix for them is sparse. For solving this
problem we sample the nodes for them based on
static edge weights. we make use of the search
parameters p and q which allow us to interpolate
between BFS and DFS type search strategies. We
can tune them to get a mix of such behaviour based
on our application. The search bias α is calculated
as -
αpq(t, x) =

1
p ifdt,x = 0
1 ifdt,x = 1
1
q ifdt,x = 2
(4)
3.5 The syntree2vec algorithm
Input: number of walks r, walk length l,
context size k, return p, In-out q,
dimensions d, Graph G = (V, E, W)
Output: an array of feature vectors f
pi ← PreprocessWeights(G, p, q, TTMat)
G← (V,E, pi)
walks← {}
for i← 1 to r do
foreach node ∈ V do
walk ←
syntree2vecWalk(G,node, l)
end
walks← walks ∪ walk
end
f ←
StochasticGradientDescent(k, d, walks)
return f
Algorithm 1: LearnFeatures()
The features provided as output correspond to
representations learned for each word.
Input: start node u, walk length l, Graph G =
(V, E, W)
Output: walk
walk ← {u}
for iter ← 1 to l do
curr ← walk[−1]
Vcurr ← GetNeighbors(curr,G)
s← AliasSample(Vcurr, pi)
walk ← walk ∪ s
end
return walk
Algorithm 2: syntree2vecWalk()
4 Experiments
Our syntree2vec algorithm is compared to
word2vec and node2vec model in terms of train-
ing time. Their details are presented in Figure 3.
We then move towards the usability side of the al-
gorithm and compare their transfer learning capac-
ity on a simple supervised task. The details of the
metrics and procedure is provided in the next sec-
tion.
4.1 Procedure
We first generate the embeddings for all the
models. We then report the perplexity and
present some example sentences generated from
the LSTM(generator) model at the end of training
for varying data sizes.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics are chosen as per
(Kawthekar et al., 2017)
1. Perplexity
Perplexity refers to the prediction capability
of the language model. If the model is less
perplexed then it is a good model.It is calcu-
lated as 2H . Where H is the cross entropy
loss
2. Qualitative Judgment
We display the results of some sequences
generated for some sample words at the end
of all epochs for varied data sizes for human
inspection for an insight into the quality of
the model. 1
4.3 Results
Since the loss, perplexity of syntree2vec is lower
than word2vec, node2vec over most of the data
1https://github.com/shubham0704/syntree2vec
Figure 3: Training time comparison
Table 1: Perplexity Scores
No. of sentences node2vec syntree2vec word2vec
0.01MB : 73 24.93 20.11 22
0.03MB : 220 28.44 28.24 28.44
0.07MB : 508 43.59 43.41 43.41
0.15MB : 1070 71.20 71.01 71.01
sizes given below we say that the syntree2vec per-
forms slightly better than both of them. Scaling
this on more data would help determine the clear
winner. We see that adaption of our strategy of fo-
cusing the node2vec has helped improve the learn-
ing capacity of the model. There is a clear mar-
gin of difference between the perplexity scores of
node2vec and syntree2vec. The sentences gener-
ated for these data sizes on each epoch are pro-
vided online. Refer 1. There is a tradeoff in train-
ing time about which the readers must beware.
Our training time is significantly higher than the
word2vec model. We therefore recommend it to
be used for small data sizes.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we studied feature learning from a
graph search perspective. This perspective helped
the algorithm work with a more global search
strategy than it was previously constrained to. We
saw that our algorithm performs slightly better
than word2vec model and improves the node2vec
algorithms ability to work on text data for fea-
ture learning. Further study in this direction would
surely make it better. We introduced a new trend of
analyzing word embeddings based on varied data
sizes and tested them on a simple supervised task.
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